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BuqKLING ANALYSIS AND Om:'IMUM PROPOR'.lIONS OF 
SANDWICH CYLIDDRICAt SHELLS UNDER HYDROSTATIC' PBES~ 
Io m:IlRODUCTION 
10 Object and Scope 
1 
This study was conducted to provide information which c0uld be used 
in the design of sandw!ch""type cylindrical shells subjected to hydrostatic 
pressure" As an example of ~ cylinder under this type of loading, the hull 
of a. submerged submarine could be thought of in this light if one neglects 
localized ef'fects and out..,c:f'""roundness considerations" .As euch, theref'orejl 
this analysis might be used as a measure of the over-all buckling strength of 
a submarine hull made of sandwich constructiono 
There might arise some question as to the desirability of using 
sandwich construction. for the walls of a. cylinder or submarine as ceJ:"te.inl.y there 
are numerous papers in the l1ter$ture dealing with both stiffened ~d unstif~' 
.f"ened cylinders subjected to a hydrostatic loading" Unfortunately.9 however, 
a.s soon as the pressure becomes quite la:rge the required walls of the cylinder 
reacb such proportions as to m&ke either the shell theory inapplicable or the 
weight prohibitive or both" 
Since the mode of' f~lure for a cylinder under hydrostatic pressure 
for all pr~tical purposes can be considered to be buckling, an efficient, 
stiff plate element is desirable 0 Such a plate is that provided by sandwich 
construction. . It should) however, be recognized that a sandwich plate is 
not in the stri~test sense & true plateo Rather it is a structur$l e~ement 
which by virtue of its dimenSion has some of the properties of a plat~o 
The sandwich element usually consists of a laminated material in 
which the faces are relatively thinJ strong§ and dense whereas the cores are 
relati vely thick;i ligh~ and considerably weaker than the faces 0 The usual 
objective is to obtain a st~uctural element ~~ch is strong and stiff because 
of its construction but at the same time light 0 Other considerations 'Which 
can be built in the sandwich a:re the low thermal conductivity of the core or 
high thermal resistance of the face sheets 0 
With all of these desirable properties one m8lf rightfully inquire 
2 
'Why this type of structural. section has not been used more extensively in all 
phases of construction 0 In actual fact a material known as plymetaJ. is reported 
to have been marketed some forty years ago.; however, the use of sand:wi ches has 
not been economically feasible until the last few yearso Better and cheaper 
methods of bonding the core to -the face sheets have been and are being developed 
in industry to make sand~ches competitive and in some cases superior to other 
types of constructiono 
For a submarine hull the sandwich not only provides the necessary 
stiffness to utilize the full strength of the material and results in the 
lightest possible section but it also provides for the possibility of utilizing 
the cavities of the core for some useful. purposeo In a case such as this where 
space is of the essence the ef'ficlent use of all room within structural limi ta= 
tions could prove to be extremely important 0 
From the above discussion· One can see the reasons for this study 0 
This does not :presume to be the last word on sand:w.tch shells 0 Rather it is 
hoped only that significant contribution has been made to eliminate some of 
the ~rk for other researchers in the future because this author believes that 
the day of sandwich construction is still dawningo 
A generalized theoretical approach is presented ~ch is applicable 
to cylinders of a variety of sandwich sections and then the theory is special-
ized to treat the case aL":a web-core sandwich section under hydrostatic pressure 
and to determine its o:pt1mum proportions 0 The theory :presented may be used to 
determine the buckling load 'When subjected to combinations af.:a.xW-:anii!or lateral 
pressure or to obtain the fundamental flexural frequency of the cylindero 
20 Nomenclature 





directipn <_x, 005 for hydrostatic pressure) 
Ny 
flexural stiffness of isotro:pic sandwiCh :plate, inch-:pounds 
E t h2 
( s-s 2 j 
2( 1 co v ) 
3 
f Et -2 \ ~lexural stiffness of ordinary :plate, inch-pounds \ J 
12(1 = 11) 
flexural stiffnesses of orthotropic plate in axial and 
circumferential directions j inch-pounds 
D twisting stiffness of orthotropic plate in xy-planey inch-pounds 
x:y 
DQ,x'DQy transverse shear stiffnesses of orthotropic plate in axial and 
circumferential d1rections,:pounds :per inch 
DQ. transverse shear stiffness of isotropic sa-m.w.i.ch plate, 
pounds per inch 
E Young 9 s modulus for ordinary :plate, pounds per square inch 
E Young 9 s modulus for faces of isotropic sandwich :plate" 
s 
pounds per square inch 
E ,E 
x Y 
extensional. ·stiffness of orthotropic plate in axial and 
circumferential directions, pounds per inch 
El YoungBs modulus for face sheet of sandwich plate, pounds per 
square inch 
G shear stiffness of orthotropic plate::m xy-plane, pounds per inch 
x:y 





critical buckling coefficient (-15 ......... --) 
y 
-1 -'2 4 -4 L ,L ,Ld, V-;\l ,\l e e mathematical operators defined where used 
M,M 
x Y bending moments on plate cross sections perpendicular to x- and 
y-axes, respectivelYJ inch=pounds per inch 







inch~pounds per inch 
resultant normal forces in x- and y-directionsy pounds per inch 
resultant shearing force in xy-plane, pounds per inch 
resultant shearing forces in yz=plane and xz-plane, respectively, 
pounds per inch 
constant radius of c1.lI"vature of plate, inches 
length of cylinder J inches 
dimensionless quantities used in 
equations (10) and (1.0 n) 
circumference of cylinderj inches 
2 
acceleration of gravity, feet per second 
depth of isotropic sandwich plate measured between middle 











v ,v x y 
integers with minimum values of 1 and ~ respectively 
unit mass of average thickness of sandwich plate, pound-secona.s2 
per cubic inch (ptj g) 
spacing of' web-core diapbram ring, inches 
thickness of ordinary plate", inches 
thickness of web-core diapbram ring, inches 
thickness of face of' isotropic sandwich plate j inches 
average thickness of sandwich plateJl inches 
displacements in x- J y=, z..,directions, respectively, of a point 
in middle surface of plate, inches 
constants defined by equations (7) 
rectangular coordinates w~4~ 
fundamental flexural natural frequency coefficient ( D ) 
Y 
stiffness constants defined by equations (9) 
shear strain in xy-plane 
normal strains in axial and circumferential directions 
circumferential b1;c-k11ijg wave length» d.i vided by long! tudinal wave 
length (:~l 
Poisson If S ratio for ordinary plate 
Poissonis ratios for orthotropic plateJ defined in terms of 
curvatures 
Poissonlfs ratios for orthotropic plate, defined in terms of 
normal. strains 
Vl Poissonas ratio for face sheet 
5 
p densi ty of shell materialj po1.IDds per cubic inch 
0' normal stress on a cross sectionJ pounds per square inch 
w fundamental. flexural natural. frequencYJl radians per second 
30 Bibliographical Review 
While a good many of the references on shell structures included 
in the bibliography are listed in references 97 and 98, it is desirable· to 
separate those which have some effect on sandwich construction and to make 
some comments as to their importanceo 
The field of sandwich construction, while not new, has become quite 
important in recent years due to improvements in. manufacturing teChniqueso 
It has long been recognized as an efficient method of obtaining a light 
6 
weight compression member but the cost of construction prohi bi ted its use 0 
However, with new manufacturing methods being developed 'Which are econom;ica.lly 
feasible; the desirability of having mor~ research data has become increasing~ 
important 0 
For flat sandwich plates the theory has become fairly -well stabi-
lized and these plates are currently in use in the aircraft and bu:i:lding 
industries 0 Some of the more important and recent results are given in 
references 1 through 390 References 15, 16, 17, and 18 summarize most of 
the present knowledge on flat sandwich plates and can be used to obtain a 
rather thorough bibliography on the subject 0 
The current state of affairs for curved sandwich plates and shells 
is not so nice and in general the theoretical treatments of the subjects are 
relatively new with only a few test results availableo 
Perhaps the best way to discuss the development of the art is 
to note the contributions of three separate groups of investigators plus 
a few independent studies 0 These three groups are those located at the 
Forest Products Laboratory~ at ~ewYork Universityj and in Russiao 
7 
Although some work had been done previously (reference 39) the 
first major contribution to the theory of curved sandwich plates was made 
in 1947 by Reissner (reference 40) who developed a non-buckling theory of 
small bending and stretching of sandwich shells which included not only 
deflections due to shearJ but also the effect of core compression normal 
to the faceso These two effects become significant in sandwiCh construc-
tion and he found that it is ~ecessary to take into account the transverse 
shear and normal stress in sandwich shells as soon as there is an order-of-
magnitude difference between the elastic constants of the core layer and 
face layerso 
As a follow-up to Reissneros workj Stein and Mayer (reference 41) 
developed a linear small deflection theory Which includes average shear 
deformations but does not take account of the core compreSSion effecto This 
is presented in the form of. an elastic-behavior analysis of an orthotropic 
plate of constant cylindrical curvatur-e and is suitable for a buckling 
analysis 0 By using ten independent elastic constants three general equa-
tions are developed in: .terms of the shears and deflection. normal to the 
middle surface 0 If the core is assumed to be isotropic and non-direct 
stress""cat"rying~ the three equations reduce to one 'Which is of the same 
form and magnitude as the well-known Donnell g s equation for a cylindrical 
shell used in references 9:?- and 950 The more general equations and the 
8 
reduced equation are given as equations (4) and (5) respectively in Section II 
of this reporto 
By using the results of Reissner and considering orders of magnitude~ 
Stein and Mayer point out that the effect of core compressibility will be 
negligible when treating buckling loads or deflections of practical sandwiches 
of end-grain-balsa or corrugated-core types 0 For sand'Wiches of less stiff 
cores such as cellular-cellulose-acetate the effect will be more important 0 
However, even in these cases for a circular sandwich cylinder the effect of 
core compressibility is negligible in comparison with the effect of transverse 
shear deformationso 
Following the results of Stein and Mayer numerous authors proceeded 
to apply the equations of reference 41 to cylinders subjected to assorted 
loadings 0 These are given as references 42 and 48 through 510 
Beginning in 1949, a New York University group composed of 
Teichmann, Wang, Gerard and others, under the sponsorship of the Office of 
Naval Research, began publishing results of a large number of analytical and 
experimental studies dealing 'With sandwich cylinders subjected to various 
types of loading conditions 0 These are listed in references 43 through 560 
In the first of these (reference 43) a theory for symm.etrica.l 
buckling is presented 'Which is la.ter generalized in reference 450 Reference 
44 gives test results of cylinders with cores of low denSity end-grain~ 
balsa used to substantiate the theories of references 43 and 390 
By using equilibrium and energy concepts in reference 45J1 Wang 
derives the stress-displacement relationships for a sandwiCh cylindrical 
element and develops a generalized non-linear theory of buckling Which 
includes the shear effects 0 The rigidity of the symmetrical faces' is .. 
neglected and the core l~er i~ assumed to behave as athree-dimensiotial 
elastic medium in Which the stresses parallel to the faces are negligible 
compared to the transverse shear and normal stresses 0 Fi ve equations are 
developed in terms of the usual u j v) and w middle surface displacements 
for a cylindrical element and l3 x and f3 r the average shear deformations in 
the longitudinal and circumferential direction~respectivelyo 
9 
The important results of these three investigations are also pub-
lished in summari zed form in references 46 and 41 0 
As mentioned previously~ references 48 through 5l use the single 
modified Donnell 8 s equation given by Stein and Mayer in reference 41 to pro-
vide a solution to the buckling of a cylinder under assorted loading 
condi tiona 0 
In reference 52, an analytical model made up of a column 'With non"" 
linear lateral. supports is used to justify the sma.l.l deflection theory in 
determining the axial buckling load of a sand:wich cylinder 'With a weak core 0 
Wi th this model, it is sho'WD. that a.s the shear rigidity of the core of the 
sandwich is reduced" the influence on the buckling load of the non-linear 
terms decreaseso 
References 5;J 54, and 55 present results of tests of sand~ch 
cylinders with cores weak in shear ~ cellula.r=cellulose-acetate) and strong 
in shear (end .... grain=balsa) subjected to assorted loading conditionso The 
test results are presented for com.parison with the theoretical solutions 
obtained in this series of studies 0 
In reference 56, a summary is presented of the analytical and 
experimental investigations carried out at New York University dealing ~th 
the buckling behavior of sandwi.ch cylinders 0 The stress displacement 
10 
relationships given in reference 45 are rederived and it is shown that these 
can be combined and reduced to obtain the modified Donnell ~s equation given 
by Stein and Mayer 0 In summarizing the results of all. of the studies carried 
out, it is concluded that for cylinders of a weak core, the linear theory 
predicts buckling loads Wich agree with the experimental results 0 
Eft 
For axial loading a critical parameter turns out to be G R J where 
c 
Ef is Youngrs modulus for the face sheet, t is the face sheet thickness j 
G
c 
is the shear modulus of the core and R is the radius of the cyJindero For 
Eft 
G R > 0095 the critical axial stress is independent of the buckling wave 
c 
length and is given by the follo'Wing~ 
= (h + t) 
Ocr 2t G c 
Eft 
where h is the core thickness 0 When G R < 001 the core is relatively 
c 
strong in shear and the sandwich cylinder behaves essentia.l.J..y in the same 
manner as a homogeneous cylinder and requires the non-linear theory to des-
cribe its buckling behavioro 
While the linear theory for axial loading 'Was born out qui te well 
by test results and the analytical model of reference 52, correlation "With 
tests for the case of bending and torsion was not quite as good 0 There 
were indications of other possible causes of failure in the test specimens 
wTach had no bearing on the theory, however, and it ~~s therefore concluded 
that the linear theory is generally satisfactory for sandwiches of weak coreso 
Another group which has done a great deal of "WOrk studying ·the be-
hanOI" of sandwich. shells. is the staff of the Forest Products Laboratoryo Prior 
to the paper by Reissner (reference 40) a series of reports were published 
dealing with plywood construction whiCh did not include shear deformation 
terms 0 These are included as reference 57 through 620 
II 
Subsequent to Reissner 9s resUlts on the effect of shear deformation, 
an extension to reference 58 was prepared by March and Kuenzi in 1952 and is 
given in references 63 and 640 Reference 63, 'Which is based on energy con-
cepts, develops an approximate non-linear theory Which allows for shear 
deformation effects, unsymmetrical sandwiches, orthotropy, and the flexural 
rigidity of the faces" It does not, ho-wever, include the stress carrying 
capacity of the corea 
The theory is presented for a cylinder under axial loading and 
includes some allowance for initial irregularities in the shell., The ana ... 
lytical study is compared with a series of tests of curved rectangular panels 
of balsa 'WOod core and the scatter of' the test results compared with the 
analysis is shown to be apprOximately .± 30 percent 0 
Raville followed up MarCh and Kuenzi 9s work with three reports 
given as references 65, 96, and 670 Considering the equilibrium of the 
core and face sheets and the equality of the displacements of the core and 
face sheets at their interfaces~ he develops equations ~ch are applied to 
cylinders subjected to lateral loadso 
The theories include shear deformations, orthotropy and strains 
in the core normal to the middle surface but do not consider the stress 
carrying capacity of the core parallel to the faces a References 65 and 67 
assume the faces to be membranes and neglect their bending rigidity about 
their own axes" Reference 66 extends the work to a more general case of 
non-symmetrical sandwiches and includes the flexural resistance of the faceso 
12 
From the analyti cal. cases considered Raville concluded tha.t an 
analysis baSed on membrane facings is sufficiently accurate for the usual 
sandwich cylinders 0 However» when the face sheets become relatively thick""""", 
roughly one-fourth the core thickness=the stiffness of the facings may 
have an appreciable effect on the critical load. of the cylinder" 
Using the same general. philosophy as Raville" Haft treats in 
reference 68 the more general case of a cylinder under combined axial and 
lateral loadingo He develops from a linear theory equations which include 
core compression normal to the face sheets and the flexural resistance of 
the faces 0 A sixth order determinant is obtained which must be minimized 
to determine the buckling load 0 If the modulus of elasti ci ty is assumed 
infinite normal to the face~ the determinant reduces to fourth order and 
a few solutions are presentedo From the results obtained it is concluded 
that the bending stiffness of the face sheets becomes more important as the 
cylinder is shortened and the significance may be appreciable for very short 
ones 0 
In addition to the other American work discussed, the papers gi yen 
as references 69, 70, 71 are included and WBX'rant some commento In 
reference 69, the expression fer the complimentary energy is derived for 
sandwich plates and shells under large deflections 0 Using the methods of 
compl?-mentary energy the stress~strain relations are also deri vedo It is 
shown that in the limiting case the results reduce to those of Reissner 
gi yen as references 1 and 20 Essentially this report presents a more 
thorough derivation of the stress=strain relationships which are given in 
reference 450 
In references 70 and 71 Eringen uses the equations of the former 
to plot the buckling stresses of sandwich cylinders made of dural faces 
and cellular cellulose-acetate core subjected to uniform axial compressiono 
The equations are developed considering the core as an 1nextensib~e thick 
walled cylinder· with boundary values related to the displacements of the 
face sheetso Some consideration is made of any inelastic effect by using 
the von Karman-Engesser reduced mod~us curves to modify stresses beyond 
the proportional limi to 
In references 72 and 73 Radkowski considers the case of multilayered 
conical and cylindrical shells and develops a. non-linear theory which is 
solved by means of the Rayleigh-Hi tz method. Shear deformation effects are 
not included and solutions are presented for two-layer truncated cones 0 In 
general the results are applicable only to sandwiches with rigid cores; 
however, for the cases considered some correlation with tests results was 
obtained. 
In order to fully indicate the contributions of various authors 
it is im;portant to discuss the results of Russian investigatorso While some 
'WOrk had been done on t.he theory of sa.nd.wich plates (for example references 
3 and 14) the first 'WOrk in the field of sandwich shells a:ppears to have 
been published by Grigo~yuko 
He and others first· put forth some .publications on elastic bi!-
metallic shells (references 74 through 82) which were fineJ.l.y extended in 
1958 to take into consideration the elasto-plastic effec~ (reference 83)0 
During this time, however, Grigolyuk also presented three excellent papers 
on double-curvature sandwich shells which are given as references 84, 85, 
and 860 
In reference 84, the variational method is used to obtain the 
basic equations of an elastic double-curvature symmetrical sandwich shell 
14 
wi th a soft core 0 He assumes that the core carries no direct stress pareJ.lel 
to the faces but may be compressible in the transverse direction and includes 
the non-linear strain terms 0 Three equations are obtained ·in terms of a 
stress function F, the deflection normal to the middle surface w, and a 
quantity ~ which is defined as 
where 
~=oa+Oe ax dy 
a= average shear deformation in x direction 
~ = average shear deformation in y direction 
The equations are also given in a more general·form to allow for orthotropy 
of the shell and to include temperature differences in the face sheets 0 
For convenience the isotropic equations ~e ',.g~veii .. m Appendix A 0 
The same basic approach is used in reference 85; however, the core 
is considered to be rigid' and therefore ~ncompressible in the transverse 
direction and able to carry loading parallel to the faces 0 For the ortho.., 
tropic and isotropic cases systems of four and three equations./lrespectively, 
'Which contain the non ... linear effects are obtained for a symmetrical sandwich 
and include temperature terms 0 The equations can be used for a. stability 
analysis and ''When linearized are sho'WIl to reduce to a single Donnell .... type 
equation similar to that given by Stein and Mayer in reference 410 
In reference 86, 'Which fortunately is in Englishi Grigolyuk uses 
the same basic approach ~esented in the two previous ~rks but extends the 
work to allow the fa.ce sheets to become fully plastic just at the point of 
buckling while the core remains ela.stico The ~andtl~Reuss flow theory, the 
Hencky deformation theory, and the usual linea.;r strain rela.tionships are 
used to develop four equations in terms of el, f3, 'W~ and F as defined 
15 
previously 0 The sandwich section is assumed symmetrical, isotropic a.nd has 
homogeneous face sheets and core 0 The core is considered only to carry 
transverse shear and no direct stress 0 When the faces remain elastic the 
four equations reduce· to three and differ from those given in reference 84 
only in the non-linear termso 
In another article given as reference· 87, Kurshin derives the 
elastic equations for a circular cylindrical shell element Which takes into 
consideration the average deformations of the core and the bending ngidity 
of' the face sheets 0 In SCidi tion he also includes the effect of orthotropy 
of both the face sheets and the core 0 These equations are a special case 
of the more general results of Grigolyuk 0 
In addition to the works discussed previously two papers dealing 
nth layered shells are inel uded as references 88 and 89 and three other 
works which have made some contribution to the study of sand'Wich shells are 
gi yen as references 90, 91, and 920 Part II of reference ~5 aJ..so has some 
design procedures for soft core sandwich cylinders subjected to axial com-
pression and torsiono 
In summarizing, one can see from the above discussion that the 
study of sandiidch shells has far to go 0 In -generaJ.. the. equations of Grigolyuk 
put forth in references 84, 85, and 86 are by far the most generaJ.ized of 
any available and even include some plastiC effecto But what truly is 
knO'WIl? 
Orthotropic'equations have been developed for a non-linear theory 
but only for a symmetricaJ.. sandiidcho There is some reason to believe that 
an unsymmetrical sandwich may be more desirable for an efficient section 
under some loading condi tiona 0 Furthermore no solutions are even available 
for these equations o 
16 
The Stein""Mayer equations represent a very useful and simple 
approach to the linear problem which is applicable to both rigid and soft 
core cylinders and solutions are relatively easy to obtaino The 'WOrk of' 
the New York University indicates that perha.ps the linear theory is satis-
factory to explain the behavior of' sandwiches vi th soft cores 0 
Other than these few results 1.i ttle can a.ctua.1J.y be concluded and 
more work needs to be done--particularlyin the areas of testing and dynamicso 
Some classified results may be available in the aircraft industry but these 
cannot be put out for general distributiono Other than the possibility of 
these commercial endeavors it is felt that almost all. of the contributions 
"Which have been made in the study of sandwich shells have been touched on 
in this summary and the bibliog:.t"aphy should be quite complete 0 
The author has had the B.a.vantage of the extensi ve library facilities 
of the University of Illinois wherein it was possible to obtain c.opies of 
most of the references listed 0 Others may not be so fortunate and for this 
reason it is felt that it may be useful to list herein the basic equations 
of Grigol.yuk for future researchers 0 Appendix A has a.1J.' of his . results 
presented in a compact formo 
17 
110 GENERAL THEORY 
1" Sim,plifying Assumptions 
The failure of the sandwich cylinder is assumed to be the eri tical 
elastic buckling load of the cylinder a.l though it should be recogni zed that 
there may be some reserve strength after bucklingo To determine the magpi-
tude of this reserve strength a very difficult post-buckling analysis would 
be requiredo However, it is felt that this is unnecessary because the buckled 
configuration would be objectionable for many reasons not the least of which 
is a:ppearancec Other considerations which may be quite significant in the 
actual cylinder are also neglectedo These include such things as out .... of-
roundness, stress concentrations due to holes and connections, and the decrease 
in stiffness of the material as yielding is approachedo 
In reference 41 a linear-elastic small deflection theory is developed 
'Which is sui table for determining the buckling load. of a curved orthotropic 
sandwich shell element of arbitrary section having reasonably symmetric faces 0 
The equations deri ved assume that the deflection is small compared to the 
thickness of the sandw.i.ch and. the thickness is' small relative to this radiuso 
The effect of average shear deformations across the sandwich is included; 
however) core com~~'ession normal to the face sheets Th-i slatter 
consideration would cause variations in the thickness of· the sandwich element 
in the buckled coni'iguration 0 A sllIIIll1B.rY of the equations developed is 
presented in the following sectiono 
2 0 Derivation of Equations 
By considering the differentia.ldisplacements occurring as the shell 




+ ~ 0 dx = 
oN oN 
# +~ = 0 
(1) 
oM oM 
~ x +-# 0 = ax ::=: 
dM oM 
~~# +cf! = 0 
~ = 
R o 
where the coordinate systemJ moments, shears and direct stresses are defined 
in Figures 1 and 20 The barred terms refer to values in the equill brium 
state just prior to buckling and the unbarred terms refer to changes in these 
values that occur during buclling 0 The pressure and stresses which existed 
in the equilibrium condition just prior to buckling have been subtracted from 
the equilibrium state just after buckling to give equations (1) 0 Hence, for 
exaIr:q)le) the external pressure term drops out 0 
The stiffness constants for an orthotropic sandwich plate which 
relate moments and shears to -curvatures and middle surface stresses to strain 
are given by equations (2) 0 
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N N 
x va -Z 
€ = 
.., 
x E y E 
x y 
N N 
...z v~ x 
€ = - E y E x y x 
(2) 
N 
1. = 2El.. 
'XY G'XY 
02w M M 1 ~ x 
+ 'II ...z+-dx""" 2= -j) Y Dy DQx x ox X 
o2w M Mx 1 iz 
--= 
_J.. 
+ v~ Dx + DQy Y Oy2 D Y 
02w M 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 0Xlii = ....!il + 2 dY + 2 D DQ,x DQy 
-x:y 
where the linear strain relationships are given as equations (3) 0 
au 
€ = dx x 
av w (3) 
€ = dy - B-Y 
1. = au av dy + dx xy 
By suitable combinations of equations (l)j (2)j and (3)} which 
are fourteen equations in terms of fourteen unknowns, one can obtain the 
equations given as equations (4) which are suitable for determining the 
buckling load of a curved sandwich shell of arbitrary cross section 0 
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?J3w 1 02~ D~ ~) ~ - ?Jy2 .- = 0 2 dx?Jy2 D~ 
D;y; ( 03w 1 ~ 03w 11 02~ ) ~ x + - ~ + v "" DQ,x + 1 - vVv d~ rtv2 x 2 dxdY Ov ox oy 
x" " ...., -III 
, 
(4b) 
D ( 03W 1 02~ 1 ~) ..E:. 2 - ox20Y - DQx di'dy "" = 0 2 DQy o 2 . x . 
G 04W ( 2 02w ~) ...EZ -1 - 0 w N N Iuw + ~ OX4 - N - + Oy2 + R2 x oi.2 y xy 
(4c) 
1· [ 1 _D~ 'I' 03"x ( v D ) 03~ ] ox? + XY,. + D DQx 1 - v v 'X.Y 0:;i}y2 xy xy 
1 [ D .. ~ ( v D + Dxy) ~J y + yx = 0 DQy 1 "" 11 V ay3 1 - v v OX2?;y xy xy 
where ~ and Ln are linear differential operators defined by 
D 04 ( v D 'I' D .) 04 D 04 Lo x yx +2D + xy + . y = 1 ..., v v ox4 + ~ 1 - v v xy 1 - v v 0 20 2 1 "" v v xy xy . xy x y ,x y 
~ 04 + ( 1 - 'I'~ G G ) 04 ~ 04 ~ = ox4 ..!3l. _ 11 9 t: ox20l + I~ E Ex Y E y x 
In~lW=W 
If the sandwich e~ement is isotropic and· symmetricaJ.., and if the 
- -
core carries no direct stress, equations (4) can be reduced to an! eighth-
order partial differential equation given as eqUation (5)" 
where 
and 
4 (l-~: if) [ 2t E V'" 4 -o4w s s D V w + R2 ::-4 -s ox 
( Nx -o2w + if -o2w + 2N ~) J 
-ox
2 
-oy2 y xy 
v4 (L + ~2)( -02 + L) = Clx2 ox2 -oy2 
V-4(V4w) = w 
E t h'2 
D s s DQ DQx DQy = . 2 -, = = s 2(1 - v ) 
E = Young's modulus of face sheets 
s 
t = thickness of face sheets 
s 
h = height between centers of ~ace sheets 
= 0 
The accuracy of equations (4) and (5) is of the same order of 
(5) 
magni tude as the well-know. Donnell is .equation for Cylindrical She~ gi yen 
as equations (6) and used extensively in reference 95 to determne the 
buckling load of cylinders subjected to assorted systems of loads 0 
n74w _ Et {""7 ... 4 -o4w [- ?/~'w - o'2w - o'2w. J 




The primary differences between equations (4) and equation (6) 
lie in the allowance for orthotropy of the shell and also in the fact that 
equations ( 4-) take into consideration the average shearing deformations 
across the sandwich sectiono The equations do not, hOlrever, include the 
effect of the radial strains in the core itself which would tend to cause 
changes in the height of the sand:wich sectiono 
For the solution of equations (4) it is as sum.ed that 
w = w sin!!!.5?£ sin ~ o a b 
m~ n~ ~ cos a sin T 
m~ n1tv' Ci_ sin -- cos .:::.;;.&., 
-y a b 
22 
where Wo.9 ~ and ~ are constants, m and n are integers with minimum values 
of 1 and 2, respectively; a is the length of the shell, and b is the 
circumference 0 
Equations (7) are consistent· 'With the inherent boundary conditions 
of the Donnell-type equations, namely~ 
u(x, 0) 0 au = dx (O.9Y) = 
° 
u(x,b) au = 0 dx (a,y) = 0 
v{O,y) Ov = 0 dY (x,O) = 0 
v{e"y) = 0 Ov dY (x; b) = 0 
where· u and v are the displacements in the x and y directions, respectively <> 
If i equals zerq 'Which is the case for axial and lateral. l.oads, 
x:y 
there results from substituting equations (7) into equations (4) the 
following equations (8)~ 
~ A [ Dy .. }..~&]' , 1:., ~ [ DXYy ~] 
2 2 + b~~l .... V·1/ . + 2, ' b2 Df\ov- 1 00 11 11' + 2 
n C. -:DQy x Y . I ~ Jt Y 
1 + }..2[vx + ::2: (l-VX VY) J Y - -
-- ------ -~I--·-· -- - -T-' --- -~--". 
}.. 1 [1) v D· 
b2 Dn" 1-~ ~. +:-fJ 
'" xy .' 
I 1 X, 2 [D .n J I [Y 2D ] '. n + 2 l_l;Xll + ~ A. l;X ~ + 1Ix + r (la>1!xY ) I n ~ .b DQ,x X Y I Y Y· y. 
-._.,----' - --+--~------+--.---'-----'--
~ [Dy 2D Y ] I "" [A ~ D 11 ] I 4 '!P 2[ D } 
--..-, lv .... y y + ~ (l=~ ~ ,+ Dx;y I b2f) 1-v ~ + l-~ ~ + Dq I A ~ + 2A, lIx + jfL(l .... VxYy) ,1 
YV .xy I ~ xy xy I Y Y·. 
1lbere ). = ~ 
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In order for a non=trivial solution to exist the determinant of 
equations (8) must vanisho 
If the stiffnesses of equations (2) are defined by 
E = 2Elts8 E = 2Elt sCP :x y 
Elt 
G = 
_. __ 5 6 
v g = VI' xy 1+111 Y 
E t h2 E t h2 
D 1 s D 1 s 
" 
(9) = 2 a = :x y 2 
E t h2 
D 1 s V11 = € 11 = xy 2 Y 




xy E VB = E V
U 
:x y y x ' 
El = Youngis modulus of face sheet 
G1 = shear modulus of face sheet 
VI = Poissonus ratio for face sheet 
t = thickness of face sheet 
s 
D 11 = D V 
:x y y :x 
h = distance between centers of tWo face sheets 
there results the following linear equation ~ch determines the buckling 
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N 1 x 
= 2 N 
F = 1 [C f3 
y 
+ DU] 
DS = '\I.,a1 
.L. 
).. = b~n 
a.m 
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For a given shell the critical K may be determined by minimizing y 
K wi th respect to m and n noting that m and n are integers with minimum y 
values of 1, and 2 respectivelyo 
26· 
If the lowest flexural natural frequency coefficient 0 is desired 
one need only modify equation (10) to equation (10 v) 0 
o _ 1- [hl(Cd - alf) + g'(bif - ee) 
- l' ( a 'e aD b fd ) 





and w = lowest natural frequency 
~ = uni t mass of average thi ckness of plate 
'Which results from modifJq.ng the assumed solutions of equation (7) to ~ 
V= w· sin ~ sin nb"Y sin wt 
o a 
m:rrx n:ttv ~ cos -a- sin ~ sin wt 
~ = ~ sin m;:x cos n.;r sin wt , 'Where t == ·tiIile 0 
(lOB) 
Equations (10) and (10 i) are completely general for any sandwich 
type cylindrical shell consistent with the accuracy of Donnell B s equation 
provided the constants of equations (9) are determinedo It should be pointed 
out that these solutions assume the sandwich section acts as a unit and do 
not include the pos 6i bili ty of local b!lck.1.ing 0 This lV'ill be a. f'unction of 
the section chosen and a thorough ana.lysis is not within the scope of this 
study 0 
The load carry:i~ capacity of the core and variations in the material 
between the face sheets an~ the core may be taken into consideration, however, 
by a proper choice of the constants defined inequat10ns (9) 0 
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30 Application to a Web-Core Sandwich Section 
The type of sand~ch section chosen for this study is a web-core 
section as . indicated in Figures 2 add:, and is basically made up of two face 
sheets with circumferential rings acting as the ~oreo Both rings and face 
sheets are of steel ~th modulus of elasticity, Poissonis ratio, and density 
assumed to be 30 x 106 pSi, 003, and 002833 ps:i:, respectivelyo This type of 
section was chosen as it appears somewhat consistent with the construction of 
present day submarine hullso That is,instead of having just a ring stiffened 
cylindrical shell, an additional shell has been included to make up a sandwich 
section. 
Using the sandwich section in Figtll":e ,. ·it. c.anb·e shown by the theory 
pr~sented in reference 13 that the stiffness constants of equation (9) are 
defined by equation (ll) 0 
'Where 
Q=7=€=e='ljr=1 
1 h t 
cp = 1 + - (- .. l)(.-!:) 2 t s 
s 
1 t 1 5 = 1 + - (...E.){~) 2 t h {l aD t /h} 
2 
v IJ,= 1 -=-
.., 13 
s s 
t = thiCkQess of circumferential ring 
r 
s = spacing of circumferential ring 0 
(11) 
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III 0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
10 Discussion of the Optimum Pro;portions Of a Web-Core SandWich 
In a circular sand~ch cylinder of ~b-core construction ~Ch 
has a given radius) length; fa.ce sheet thi.ckness and height between centers 
of f'ace sheets, there must obviously exist a hydrostatic buckling loado If 
the local buckling effect is neglected,? this critical load 'Will of necessity 
depend on the parameters of the core, namely) the spacing and thickness of 
the web or ringso As the thickness of the rings is increased or the spacing 
made closer:r the buckling load will increase 0 However y as these occur the 
weight of the structure also increaseso 
If one considers, for exampleJ a very weak core; the strength of 
the cylinder will increase. as more metal is put into the core 0 This increase 
in strength will be more· than theproportiona"be increase in weight·· of the 
section 0 Finally, however, a point 'Will be reached where the increase in 
strength begins to be less than the increase in weighto In other words, 
the ~mum amount of strength for structure has been reached for the least 
amount of weighto At this point an efficient design results and the optimum 
proportions of the sandwich core have been obtainedo Since the area of the 
sandwich section in the circumferential direction and its weight are directly 
proportionalj the optimum proportions 'Will result in the ~mum possible 
hoop stress 0 This ma:x:imum stress is defined as the OPTIMUM- STRESS and. the 
spacing and thickness of the ribs required in the core to reach this stress 
are fue OPTIMIJM PROPORTIONS 0 
Now the core may be made up of a multi tude of combinations of the 
spacing and thickness of the ribs in order to still have optimum proportions 
1 
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and reach the optimum stress across the sectiono Furthermore, not only may 
there be a large variance in the combinations of spacing and thickness of 
ribs but also for a given spacing, the thickness of the rib may vary some~ 
-what and still stay very close to the maximum strength per 'Weight relation'" 
Ship 0 The same holds if the rib thickness is fixed and the spacing is 
variedc 
In summarizing~ there exists a range of core parameters which for 
all practical purposes have the same strength to weight ratio 0 This range 
is termed the OPTIMUM RANGE and has a hopp stress acting over it ver,y closely 
equal. to· the optimum stress 0 The optimum stress turns out to vary for a 
cylinder of given length as the ratio. of radius to height between centers 
of face sheets (R/h}c 
This relationship ~ be likened to the effect of varying the 
radi us to thickness ratio of an isotropic homogeneous cylinder of given 
length 0 As the ratio increases the critical buckling stress decreases 0 
The same effect occurs in the web=core sandwich; however, the proportions 
of the core must be in the optimum range to obtain this effecto 
It should be pointed out that the optimum range ~ become re~a~ 
ti vely large if the buckling stress across the section is allowed to be as 
much as 5 percent less than the optimum stress 0 This means that whil.e the 
most efficient core may not have been selected, the one chosen is quite 
efficient and will. not buckle until a stress very close tothe optimum stress 
is reachedo 
It should be understoodj however, that this stress Whether it·be 
the optimum or very close to the optimum does not in any way tell what the 
over-all. strength of the cylinder is 0 The circumferentia.l. hoop force which 
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can be resis ted will be this stress times the area over which it acts. In 
order to make the area and therefore the resistance large for a given ratio 
of height between centers of face sheets to their thicknes~the spacing of 
the ribs should be chosen relatively sma.1l and. thickness large but still of 
such proportions that their combinations lie within the optimum range~ 
In order to compare the efficiencies of various core parameters 
under hydrostatic pressure, the philosophy of the Structural Index put forth 
in reference 96 can be used and N!h can be plotted versus Pt/h 0 The 
Structural Index for a sandwich cylinder under hydrostatic loading is taken 
to be N!h, the circumferential buckling hoop force divided by the height 
between centers of face sheets, and pt/h is the weight ]?er unit area of the 
cylinder surface divided by the height 0 
20 Presentation of Results of this Study 
For a steel cylinder of length divided by circumference equal to 
ten and various values of h/R, N!h versus pt/h has been plotted for a range 
in the core parameters \-/ts and his. First tlie case is considered for a 
cylinder specified by alb and hlRo The ratio his is held fixed while t It r s 
is varied from 0001 to 200 for different values of hit to determine the 
s 
most efficient range of t It for that particular value of h/so Then the 
r $ . 
procedure is reversed holding t It fixed and varying his between 001 and 
r s 
5000 Plots of the values of i!h and Pt/h are given in F.igures 4 through 
270 
For a given h/R is can be seen that the most efficient proportions 
of his and t It lie very close to the optimum stress line., A few notations 
r s 
are made on the plots showing the value along a particular curve for N!h 
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and .fJt!h 'Which correspond to a particular trlts and h/so The plots on each 
figure indicate that the most efficient value of trlts and his change some-
'What for changes in hit but this change is not appreciable and can be 
s 
neglected in this study 0 
The circumferential hoop stress for a particular value of Nylh 
and pt/h corresponding to a shell of fixed parameters can be computed by~ 
By al.l.owing a leeway of five percent less than the optimum stress the range 
of core parameters is quite large 0 For various values of h/R this range 
of core parameters called the optimum range is given in Figures 28 through 
310 The optimum stress which can be obtained for various val.ues of h/R 
is given in Figure 320 
Although it should be understood that these charts were computed 
for a cylinder of length over circumference equal to ten, the plots 'Were 
made in terms of circumferential stiffness and hoop force to minimize the 
effect of length 0 Some indication of the effect of changing the length 
of the cylinder is shown in Figures 33, 34 and 35. Figures 33 and 34 are 
merely replots of Figqres 5 and 23 sholling the variations oc~urring as alb 
decreases 0 Figure 35 gives on a ~fferent scale the results of Figure 32 
and shows how the optimum stress varies with alb 0 
One can see that in general the results of this study are quite 
applicable for cylinders of alb of 10 or more 0 For lower values. of alb 
the optimum stress values may have an order of magnitude increase 0 . It 
should be noted, however, that the optimum. range required to obtain the 
optimum. stress for shorter cylinders decreases to a narrow bando This 
narrow.. band closely follows the Most Efficient Range of core parameters 
gi yen in Figures 28 through 31, for alb = 100 Thus it can be used, as the 
optimum range for alb values down to and including 0 <> 50 
In order to gi:ve a true picture of the limits of the optimum. 
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range shown in Figurep 28 through 31 some consideration mus.t be given to the 
minimum value of t and the m.e.ximum value of s wherein t he failure of the 
r 
section will be of a local nature and not as a shell unit 0 This type of 
failure may be similar to that shown in Figure 360 
It is beyond the scope of this study to make ,a comprehensive 
analysis of the local buckling of the sandwich section although t he problem 
is straight forwardo However j a conservative 1~wer bound can be obtained 
by trea.ting each face sheet bet-ween the rings as a, short cylinder simply 
supported at the ends and by considering the center ring as an infinitely 
l.ong simply supported plate under biaxial st1'7ess 0 Solutions for these 
problems have been published in references 94 and 95, respectively 0 This, 
approach was used and as a result the bounds for minimum values of t It 
r s 
and his are incJ.uded in Figures 28 through 310 It should be noted., however, 
that ,these bounds in parameters only apply to cylinders Vf.i. th an alb of 10 
or more 0 In general for cylinders with alb less than 10 it is felt that 
local buckling will not be of concern with. core parameter values on the 
order of hit equal 5 to 10j t It equal 005, and his equal. 00,50 
s r s 
30 Discussion of Accuracy 
Unfortunately there are no test results available dealing ~th 
the strength of sandwich cylinders under hydrostatic pressure so that no 
I, . . 
comparisons can be made with this analytical study 0 As noted i? the 
bibliographical review there are in fact very few test results of any sort 
3:; 
dealing with sandwich shells 0 How.ever ~ some justification can be noted due 
to the results of the -work at New York University (ref~reIlces 52 and 56) 
Wherein it was concluded that the linear buckling theory seems to ~edict 
well the behavior of sandwich cylinders subjected to an axial loading 0 
Although the results are presented for a sand:wich with a web-core 
made up of rings, there appears no reason why the rings cannot be replaced 
by light weight Wide Flange Beams or Channels so long as the web of these 
members hM the thickness which 'WOuld be required of a ring o This or 
similar variations of the web=core might be desirabl.e either to increase 
the circumferential area or to facilitate fabric~tion procedureso 
Perhaps the t'WO possible significant errors in this study are the 
use of the linearized theory and the stiffness constants 0 The former has 
been discussed above but some statement about the latter seems pert~nento 
The stiffness constants were determined in general by integration of' the 
stresses over the areas 0 This was based on t he assumption that the entire 
cross section would be fully effective 0 Whether thi s is . the case. one can 
only conject until. substantial test data are made availabl.e:o It. is. quite 
likely that the stresses, occurring in the core due to transferring the outer 
pressure on the shell to the inner face sheet may very well reduce the 
core stiffnesses 0 How and if they are reduced seems at this point beyond 
an a.n.alytical study until some tests are made 0 
It· should. be remembered, however? fuat in all shell 'WOrk 60= 
called ~fudge factors U are necessary t9 correlate the test data with aDa= 
lytica.l results 0 Certainly there is no reason to suspect that such will 
not be the case here 0 Some allowance can be made for the fudge factor by 
just making the shell shorter than indicated in the analytical solutiono 
This 'Wi~1 have the effect of' raising the crt tical ~tress enough to essentially 
incorporate a factor of safety in,the critical loado 
Furthermore, although there may be 'reason to believe there is error 
in the critical buckling load.s.1 the optim.um proportions should be in the right 
range 0 This 'WOuld seem reasonable because certainly the optimum pro:portions 
are more a matter of rela.ti vi ty than reality 0 
40 Summary of Results 
The results of this study can be summarized by the presentation of 
tvo types of charts, those given in Figures 28 through 31, and the plot 
shown in Figure ;20 
If the optimum proportions of a -web-c9re sandwich shell of a given 
h/B, a/bJ and hits are desired:y one may choose any point inside the optimum 
range given by Figures 28 through 31 and the coordinates of' the point 
(t It, his) are one combina.tion of the core parameters which will result in 
r s 
an efficient, coree If the point is selected in the narrow barid near the 
center of the optimum range the core 'Will be more efficient than if the 
point is selected toward the edge of the rangeo At any rate the buckling 
stress which results from this latter sel.ection will be at most 5 percent 
less than the optimum stresso 
A plot of the optimum stress possible for the most jud1cio~ 
choice of the core :pa:rametersp hi 1Sl and tr/ts» :for a cylinder of alb equal. 
to 10 and varying h/R is given in Figure ;20 A study of this plot also in-
dicates that it is uneconomical. to use sandwich sections of small h/R values 
unless the steel used has So small, yield vaJ.uee This ,occurs because it woUld 
be wasteful. to have the yield strength of the steel higher than the buck] i ng 
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stress 0 For example with normal A~1 stee~ having a yield strength of 33,000 
psi it is desirable to use an h/R of 00065 in order to have the optimum 
buckling stress equal to the yield stress 0 
50 Design Procedure and Examples 
For a philosop~ of design of a web~core sandwich cylinder one 
should remember to make the h/R large whenever it is desirable to make the 
resistance of the cylinder large since the loading depends only on the radius 0 
Once the h/R has been selected large enough to . equate the opt~umcri tical 
buckling stress obtained from Figure 32 to the yield stress of the steel used, 
the hit s should be taken fairly small or . about in the ranse of 4 or 5 in 
order to obtain a large areao After these proportions have been determined 
the core parameters can be selected from Figures 28 through ;1 such that the 
t It and his combination is wi thin the optimum range 0 In general it is 
r s 
better to select this combination such that the point lies toward the center 
of the optimum range rather than at an edgeo Otherwise the error may be 
as much as 5 percento 
10 As an example of the use of this study, assume that· the 
material, to be used is A= 1 steel 'With a yield:Point of 
33,000 psi ~ From Figure 32 h/R shouJ..d be a minimum of 
about 00065 in order to equate the yield stress to the opti= 
.mum. buckling stresso Assume hits is taken as 5 and then by 
interpolation between Figure 29 for h/R equal 1/12 05 and 
Figure 30 for hlB equal 1/20, vallES of his and tjts of 
005 and 005, respectively, are wi thin the optimum range .. 
The hydrostatic pressure p can be witten a.s~ 
p = 2a cr(h/R) (ts/h) cP 
'Where cP is defined in equations (9) and C1 is the 
cr 
smaller of either the yield stress of the material. or 
the optimum. buckling stress<> Therefore, cP = 10125 and 
This is equi val.ent to a }).ead of sea water of 
890 j:l6 444 = 2000 ft 0 
20 As a further example assume that the material to be 
used has the properties of T-l steel or some other 
high strength steel and h/R is selected as 1/100 The 
optimum stress for this h/R is 74, 000 psi 0 Let hit 
s 
be 3 and from Figure 32 his and tr/ts' values of 008 
and 005 are within the optimum range" 
cP = 1020 
P = (2)(74,000)(001)(00333)(1020) 
= 5920 psi 
This is the pressure under a head of sea water 
of 
In order to give some relative idea of the size of the cy~der 
for the two cases, let the mean radius of the cylinder be ten feeto , 
Example 1 would require a face sheet thickness of 106 inches, a height 
between centers of face sheets of 8 inches J a thi ckness of ring of 008 
inches and a spacing of 16 inCheso 
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Example 2 would result in a height of 12 inches, face tqiCkness 
of 4 inches, ring thickness of 2 inches, and a spacing of l5 incheso Some 
idea of the relative sizes of these two cases can be seen in Figures 37 
and 380 
;8 
IV 0 AREAS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
The results of this study are in essence only a begjnning to the 
work which needs to be done to investigate the optimum proportions of 
sandwich shells under hydrostatic pressure" It seems apparent that 'When 
methods of' construction are fully developed in the future, sandwich con"" 
struction should be the most efficient method of designing a structure which 
'Will fail by stability 0 Some of the following areas need to be investigated 
in order to have some understand; ng of the use of sandwiches to resist the 
pressures received by structures similar to a submarine hullg 
10 Extension of this wark dealing with web-cores to incl.ude 
shorter sandwich cylinders ~Ch ~ be also stiffened by intermit~ently 
spaced large ri~s or diaphrams.o 
20 Comparison of the results on web-cores with those whiCh occur 
for a corrugated or waffle~type coreo 
; " Consideration of' the possibility of using a lighter material 
such as aluminum or magnesium. for the cores in this study and those suggested 
in items 1 and 20. 
40 Investigation of the efficiency of three-layered sandwiches 
'Where the core is considered a homogene'ous isotropic medium. such as the 
caSe when using a core of magnesium., aluminum, or some of the new f~. 
plastics planned for or currently on the marketo For . the very 'Weak cores 
a theory ~ be required ~ch includes the strains in the core normal to 
the face sheets 0 For very strong cores a non""lineer theory will probably 
be required 0 
5 0 Conduction of numerous tests of sandwich cylind~rs subjected 
to hydrostatic pressure to compare their behavior with that predicted by 
the analytical studies of this report and the 'WOrk suggested in items 1 
through 40 
39 
60 A com.plete study of the dynamics of' sandwich shells which is 
noticeably absent in the literatureo 
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APPENDIX A 
EQUATIONS OF GRIGOLYUK ON SAlmWICH SHELLS 
lo Reference 84, Equa.tions of Three""Layer Sandwich Shells wi th Light 
Packing (Soft Core) 0 
--2.2 1 1 2D gv-v-w ..., ( - + iN ) F ..., (- + w ) F'V'V RI xx yyR2 yy AA 
(la) 
2 
+ 2F w "" p + (c+t) G( <P an v'2w) = 0 
xy x:y c 
(lb) 
(le) 
20 Reference 85, Finite Deflections of Sandwich Shells Yrl.th a. Ri~id Core 0 
(2a) 
- (1:- + W ) F "" (R1 + 'W ) F + 2F w = 0 RI xx. yy 2 yy xx xy xy 
2 
- (c+t) G(~ = ~w) = 0 
c 
(2b) 
~2 2 'W W 2 
v v lf + (I-V.) (B+2B g) ( P + R xx + W 'W .., 'W ) == 0 
1 2 xx yy xy 
(2c) 
where x and y subscripts stand for differentiation with respect to the x and 
y arguments and where 
B = Ec 
- ...... 2 
lac 'V 
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thickness of core and. symmetrical face sheets~ respectively 
lateral pressure normal to the ~ddle surface 
radial deflection of middle surface considered positive inward 
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates along plane of under formed 
middle surface 
YoungU s modulus of core and face sheets 
stress function 
shear rilodulus of core 
resultant normal forces'in X= and :y-directions 
radius of curvature of middl.e surface in x- and y..,directions 
resul tent shearing force in xy-plane 
average shear deformations in x- and y-directions 
PoissonHs ratio for both core and face Sheets 
Laplacion operator 
30 Reference 86~ Buckling of Sandwich Construction Beyond. the Ela.stic Limit 
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2 
bllC%xx OK> 2b~3"xy ~ b;;Qyy "" bl'~lCt + (b12+b33)~XY em> b3#yy ... c G(a--WX) :: 0 
(38,) 
+ (bi2+2b;;) ~xx;y - 3b23~x;ry + b2-!yyy] 
F F . 
"" .."Zl, "" ~ am 2ta w "" 2ta w "" 4t,. w =: 0 
Rl. R2 x xx ,Y yy xy xy 
(;c) 
where the variations of stresses OOr aay' a'fJq and strains ~e:r 8~T 51xy 
are related by 
bll b12 ""°13 5e: t8a x x 
°21 '022 .-=b23 6€y = tea yo 
-b:;1. -b:;2 b;3 57 te'rxy xy 
with bij :; b ji and 'Where 
51 
The x and y subscripts stand for different~ation with respect to the x ,and 














thickness of core and symmetrical face sheets 
radial deflection of middle surface considered positive inward 
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates along }llatie of undeformed 
middle surface 
YoungSs modulus of face sheets 
stress function 
shear modulus of core 
changes in normal forces in x- and y-directioDS Which occ~ 
during buckling 
radius of cu. . ..... "at'llre of middle surface in X= and y...,directions 
change in shearing force in :x;yccplane which occurs during 
buckling 
average shear deformations in x~ and y~directions 
Poissonus ratio for face sheets 
Laplacion operator 
normal stresses in face sheets in x- and y-directions just 
prior to buc~ 
shearing stress in face Sheets parallel to xy-p1ane just 
prior to bucklingo 




and there results 
~ (c+t)2 B'l- F F "roT + _ _ m ... .J:Z aD . ....Ef "~ T R R 
c. 1 2 
- 20 tw - 20 tw = 4T tv = 0 x xx y yy xy x:y 
Equations 4 may be reduced to a single equation (5) which is 
simlax' in form to that of reference 41 dea.ling with a single curva.ture 
element 
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h/R == 1/10 
alb = 10 
Steel: 6 
E == 30 x 10 psi 
p = 0.2833 pel 
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FIGURE 29. OPTIMUM RAmE OF p~ OF WEB CORE SANl)o1ICH ~TION FOR h/R == 1/12.5 
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FIGURE 31. OPTIMUM RA.ICE OF PABAMF1rERS OF WEB CORE SANl).llCH SlOOTION FOO h/R == 1/:;0 
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alb = lO 
Steel: 
E = 30 x 106 psi 
p = 0.28" pc! 
h 
FIGURE 32 0PTDruM S'mISS FOR WEB COD 
SAmlWICH ~OB t.mDER 
~PB.ESURE 
b/B e 1/10 
steel: 
6 E= 3OxlO psi 
p = 0028'3 pel 
h/s ::III 1.0 
tits varies 0.01 to 2.0 
Values shown for: 
tits • 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 
1.0, 2.0 
alb - 0.5, 1, 5, 10 
FIDURE 33 EFFECT OF alb VARIATIONS ON A Tn'ICAL WEmm-BTRENGTH PLO.r OF STEEL w:rm...cORE SANDWICH SECTION (h/R :: 1/10) 
h/P. = 1/;0 
Steel: 
E- 6 30 x 10 psi 
p:IB OQ2833 pe1 
hIs :r& 0.5 
t It varies 0.01 to 2.0 
r s 
Values show for: 
t~ts = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 
1.0,2.0 
a/b = 0.5, 1, 5, 10 
FIDURE,.~ EJ.i1ECT OF a/b VARIATIONS ON A TYPICAL WEmHT-sTRENGTH PLOT OF STEEL WEB-CORE SANDWICH SECTION (h/R = 1/30) 
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